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FREDERICK THE GREAT:
Play Optimization
by Frederick Georgian
The purpose of this article is to provide the
wargamer with useful tactics and strategies
to play Frederick the Great. The lack of
fronts, unique
movement
sequence
and
Combat
Results Table can perplex the
newcomer. Despite the novel game system,
though, there are certain patterns, tactics
and strategies
which
an experienced
wargamer
can recognize
and use when
playing Frederick the Great. The first half
covers the tactical aspects and the second
part covers the .strategical aspects for both
sides.
TACTICS
Unlike other games, in Frederick the Great,
the art of maneuver is very important. Hence
the uppermost
thought
is to properly
maneuver
into position.
The particular
position depends upon what one wants to do.
For example,
if one wants to use the
overwhelming attack, then at what is it best
to initiate the attack? If one wants to besiege
a fort, then what position is it best to achieve
before one storms the fort? The implicit
lesson is to think backwards: Pick a target,
then figure out where you must be prior to
that target's
position. Maneuver to that
position, then launch your attack. The section
on strategy has some guidelines on the use of
diversion while maneuvering. Since thinking
backwards is important, the remainder of the
tactical section discusses tactics which one
should use with maneuver.
The Overwhelming

Attack

The first and most important tactic is the
overwhelming attack. Let's study an actual
example to learn about its execution and its
importance
and to study the maneuver
elements involved.
The map on page 24 depicts Northern
Silesia, kingdom of Poland and East Prussia
during the Campaign of 1758. The Russians
started with leaders Fermor, Rumanjev and
Tottleben, "1," "2," and "3," respectively
commanding
175,000 men (30 Strength
Points). The Russians had constructed two
depots and had garrisoned them each with
2,500 men (1 Strength Point). Ignore the
units shown in italic type for this example.
The Russians
have maneuvered
to the
extent of their supply limit. The Russians
plan to create one more depot before they
commence their siege of Colberg (hex #3330).
As shown,
the
Prussians,
under
the
command of leader "4," Dohna, total 25,000
men (10 Strength Points), which had been
accumulated
from the surrounding
forts.
The Prussians
had also constructed
one
depot and had garrisoned it with 2,500 men

(1 Strength

Point).
Nevertheless,
the
Prussians face the following problem - they
are outnumbered
three to one, and the
Prussian leader has no advantage with his
Attack Bonus. Hence, in a direct assault on
the Russians, the Prussians would surely
lose. How then can the Prussians thwart the
Russian advance?

The key is the overwhelming attack on the
depot chain. First, the Prussians gathered
extra strength from nearby forts in order to
construct the one extra depot, which is
connected to Glogau (hex #2030). Second,
the Prussians left a weak garrison at Colberg
(#3330), in order to draw the Russians toward
it and away from their depots. Third, the
Prussians maneuvered to the position shown
because
of the depot that
they had
constructed earlier. Such a position enabled
the Prussians to overlook and to descend
upon the Russian depot chain. At this point,
the order of events is critical.
The Prussians used their next two Movement
Phases, the Prussian/ Allied Force March
Phase and then the Prussian/ Allied March
Phase, in that order, to march, to overwhelm
and to withdraw
back into supply as
indicated by the arrow. By using the two
march Phases, enough Movement Points
were assured to enter the enemy occupied
hex (see rule 5.43). Since the Russians only
left one Strength Point on the depot, the
concentrated
Prussian ten Strength Points
were more than enough for the 4000/0
percentage ratio attack. The entire Russian
garrison was captured and the Russian depot
was destroyed. The Prussians then used the
remaining Movement Points to withdraw to
supply.
The immediate consequences were that the
Russians were then placed out of supply and
had to retreat. Because of rule 10.53, the
Russians had also lost one Strength Point.
The most important consequence was that
the Russians could not afford any delays if
they wished to capture Colberg. Much time is
consumed creating depots without having to
retreat and start over again. In an actual
game, by the time the Russians recover,
create new depots and then resume their
advance to Colberg, they would have to
retreat because of winter attrition. Chances
are that the Russians would be at the gates of
Colberg and would then have to turn around
and retreat back to their winter quarters. If
not, the Russians could be devastated by
winter attrition. Thus, the true consequence
is that,
though
the Prussians
were
outnumbered
three to one, they were able to
thwart the Russians and to save Colberg.

The essence of the overwhelming attack
an enemy's depot are summarized:

on

1) Maneuver to a position from which one
can overlook the enemy's depot.
2) Use the two Movement Phases in their
proper order Force March and then
regular March to maneuver
and to
overwhelm an enemy's depot.
3) Make sure you have sufficient strength to
overwhelm the garrison on the depot during
the Movement Phase. This feature permits
one to destroy the enemy garrison and then
keep moving away from any superior enemy
force nearby which may attempt revenge.
This tactic enables a small force to thwart a
larger force by placing the large force out of
supply. This tactic involves minimum risk to
the attacker and allows maximum results
against the enemy. Hence it is one tactic that
should
always be kept in mind
and
attempted.
Siege
The second tactic is siege. The successful
siege of a fort is enough to be victorious.
Keep in mind that, although one may gain
five Points for a fort, the enemy loses five
Points; therefore the difference is actually
ten points. In the 1756 Campaign, should
Frederick capture Dresden (hex #1623), he
has earned a Marginal Victory and perhaps a
Substantive
Victory with one successful
attack. In the 1759 Campaign, though both
sides start equally in terms of Victory Points,
Frederick is placed more on the defensive by
trying to fend off the numerous threats the
Coalition can mount. There are several
useful points to keep in mind when besieging
a fort.
1) It is preferable to arrive on a fort in your
Force March Phase. This enables you to
commence constructing a depot immediately
in your subsequent Friendly Depot Creation
Phase. Then, during your next Player-Turn,
you can start the siege procedure.
The time factor is very important.
A
commander should not tolerate the enemy
besieging a fort unmolested. The loss of a
fort means the loss of Victory Points, a
Supply Center, and possible loss of men if
attempts are made to recover the lost fort.
Prevention is far less costly. The point is that
should you move on an enemy fort during
your Friendly Movement Phase, then you
must wait two Turns, rather than one Turn,
before you can construct a depot and then
initiate siege procedure. That one extra Turn
is usually more than enough time for the
enemy to converge on your besieging forces.
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2) It is best to threaten or to besiege as many
forts as far away from each other as possible.
For example, an ideal French situation is to
besiege Munster (hex #2206) and Magdeburg
(hex #2217), rather than Munster and
Minden (hex #2310). The reason is threefold:
One, the Allies will only be able to deal with
one threat at a time; two, valuable time is
gained during besieging while the enemy is in
transit from one fort to the other fort; and
three, while the enemy is forced marching
from one besieged fort to another, there is
the possibility that he will lose valuable
Strength Points before he can bear his weight
on your besieging forces.
3) Never besiege a fort if a superior force is
within force marching distance. The reason
is that the superior enemy will be successful
either in cutting your. supply path or in its
attack on your besieging force, thereby lifting
the siege and demoralizing your forces.
4) Don't voluntarily break the siege if the
combat would result in a draw. Often, by
some intelligent guessing, one can figure out

a Combat Result might be a Draw. In that
case, persist with the siege. In reality, a draw
means that both sides claim victory, which,
in the game, translates to the fact that the
besieging depot is still active and can be used
to besiege the fort. The enemy must have a
clear-cut victory in order to destroy the depot
and to retreat the besieging forces in order to
save his fort.
S) If, by any chance, your forces successfully
besiege a fort and if the fort was garrisoned
by more Strength Points than your forces,
then grant the Honors of War. If you don't
and if the defenders decide to refuse to
surrender, then you must exchange Strength
Points on an equal basis (rule 13.33b). In this
case, since the defenders have more forces
than your besieging forces, then, in fact, the
defenders retain possession of the fort
because they are the sole survivors.
STRATEGY
In Frederick the Great, strategy and tactics
are intertwined so that, to be successful, it is

KEY: Ru = Russian,Pr= Prussian.L = Leader,D = Depot,SP = one
Strength Point. Depots and Leaders are numbered consecutively. Italic

imperative to be able to see how both broad
plans and detailed plans are mutually
necessary. This section provides some
important guidelines for both sides. First,
let's examine the strategy from the Coalition
point of view.
The Coalition Strategy
The basic strategy for the Coalition remains
fairly constant throughout each of the
Scenarios. There is no need to rush one's
plans; a plan should be carried out
deliberately and carefully, rather than rashly
and quickly.
The Coalition's first weapon is numbers. To
start, some leaders should be sent to roundup
additional Strength Points from distant forts.
Never strip a fort completely of its garrison;
always leave one Strength Point in the fort. If
this procedure isn't followed, the enemy may
quickly march into the fort and sieze it
without a fight. Furthermore, an ungarrisoned fort cannot be used for Supply or for
Victory,Point purposes (rule 17.0). After this

units are referred to under "The Overwhelming Attack;" units in
regular type are referred to under "Russian Strategy."
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routine task, the Coalition
think more offensively.

should

start

to

Though the Coalition has more numbers
than the Allies, that does not necessarily
mean that
they have superior
forces.
Remember
that numbers, as well as the
leader's attack value, determine the outcome
of a battle. With the above in mind, the
Coalition's advance should resemble the ebb
and flow of the ocean's tides as it extends to
threaten the Prussian/ Allied forts and then
retreats before Frederick's army. A proper
balance between concentrated
forces and a
number of independent forces is important.
For example, in the 1758 Campaign,
the
French work best when one force operates
from Wesel (hex #2104), while another
French force operates from Frankfort (hex
#1210), in conjunction with the Empire from
Nurenburg
(hex #0816). As long as the
Hanoverian
leader
"2," Ferdinand,
is
protecting Munster (hex #2206), the French
force from Frankfort is free to advance. This
force should advance between the rough
terrain stretches of hexes #1414 to #1613 and
of hexes #1217 to #1716. Ideal hexes to create
depots are on #1413, #1815 and #1517; to
support the French penetration;
such an
advance, which threatens both Magdeburg
(hex #2217) and Torgau (hex #1821), is
difficult to parry.
Should Ferdinand
move from Munster to
thwart the French penetration,
the French
forces at Wesel should prepare to move onto
and to start besieging Munster. When the
Hanoverians approach the invading French
force, the French should recede before them,
thereby not risking battle as well as drawing
the Hanoverians farther out to permit the
other French force to strike at the unguarded
fort Munster.
Ey implementing this see-saw double-threat
procedure, the French can hope to accomplish two conditions: one, that attrition will
ear the Hanoverians
down due to forced
marching;
and, two, that a fort can be
captured
should
the Hanoverians
react
slowly to either threat. At the same time, the
French want to avoid combat. If a French
• rce were demoralized,
it would be very
difficult to become undemoralized;
the real
consequence is that the Hanoverians could
en concentrate
on the remaining French
e and effectively check any French threat.
The French strength lies in the number of
threats that it can mount. The greater the
aumber of threats there are, the harder it is
to parry them and, consequently,
a fort may
be captured. The fewer number of threats
greatly facilitates the Hanoverians'
defense.
The same fluid dynamics also pertain to the
Austrians. Prague (hex #1125) and Olmutz
. ex #0834) are two important
bases of
operations. From Prague a depot set on hex
=1423 can be used to threaten either Dresden
(hex #1623) or Torgau. From Olmutz, a
depot created at hex #1136 can be used to
ch an attack on Neisse (hex #1434). The
depot which is created at hex #1136 and
ich overlaps with Olmutz is well placed.

Should Frederick of Prussia, leader "1,"
march to destroy this remote depot, then the
Austrians from Prague should attempt to
besiege
Dresden.
If Frederick
is near
Dresden, then the Austrians should storm
Niesse or Glatz (hex #1532). Like the French,
the Austrians should not risk battle unless
the odds are heavily on their side. A
demoralized
Austrian force decreases the
number of threats that Frederick must fend
and makes his task easier. The Austrians
should threaten
Prussian forts as widely
apart as possible. Such a procedure
will
cause Frederick to either suffer attrition due
to forced marching or to lose a fort due to
reacting slowly or by being distracted by a
diversionary force.
The use of Koniggratz (hex #1230) had been
omitted from the above discussion. The
Austrians
at Koniggratz
can have two
functions:
They can act offensively
or
interferingly. Offensively, the Austrians can·
sortie from Koniggratz and pounce on Glatz
or Schweidinitz (hex #1631). It should be
noted that often such an offensive move is
easily undercut by Frederick blocking the
mountain pass at #1530, and thereby cutting
the Austrians' supply path.
Another role is to interfere with Frederick's
mobility between Dresden and Neisse. Such
interference can either consist of physically
intervening or blocking Frederick's
supply
path. An effective commander
is Daun,
leader "2." If given sufficient
Strength
Points, by maneuvering
in rough terrain,
both the advantage of rough terrain and
Daun's Defensive Bonus are enough to ward
off an attack; hence, should Daun block a
mountain
pass according
to rule 5.54,
Frederick
either risks a battle with an
unfavorable
outcome
or expends
more
Movement Points in a detour maneuver.
Such a detour may permit one Austrian flank
enough time to successfully besiege a fort.
The other weapon the Austrians possess is
Zone of Control. Should Frederick attempt
to march into Austria, the Austrians' Zone of
Control enables a wide coverage to block
Frederick's
supply path and to cause him
either to suffer attrition or to withdraw.
In reviewing the Austrian's
situation, the
following points should be kept in mind:
1) The

Austrians
should maintain a high
number of threats, preferably as far apart
from one another as possible; Dresden and
Neisse are ideal for this purpose.
2) An Austrian force from Konnigratz can
try to capture Glatz or Schweidinitz, but a
better task is to interfere with Frederick's
mobility between Dresden and Neisse.
3) The Austrians' Zone of Control is ideal for
blocking Frederick's supply path should he
ever attempt to invade Austria.
4) The

Austrians should not risk a battle
because a demoralized force would decrease
the number of threats the Austrians can
mount.
5) The Austrians,

if not in their forts, should
only move in rough terrain to gain the
defense bonus.

The Attrition

Attack

Another strategic concept that the Coalition
should keep in mind is the attrition attack.
Toward the end of the game, some losses are
bound to have occurred either due to combat
or to attrition.
Regardless of the cause;'
according to rule 17.0, the Prussians can not
afford that many losses because of the
doubling effect that occurs after fifteen
Strength Points. If the Prussians have lost
thirteen or more Strength Points, then the
Coalition can use its numbers as a weapon.
To a certain extent the Coalition should
engage in combat to run up the Prussian
casualties. Though the Coalition may lose
most of its attacks, in terms of Victory
Points, the Prussians are the actual losers. A
certain amount of caution is necessary. For
instance, demoralization
can be hard to
recover from, hence, use leaders who have a
two or three Initiative Value so that the
recovery
from
demoralization
is more
probable.
Also attack with a sufficiently
large force. Remember that although the
Prussians may lose more in terms of Victory
Points, on the map board the Coalition may
have lost more counters than the Prussians.
A possible backfire of the attrition attack
may occur as follows. The Coalition engaged
in combat for the sake of causing Prussian
casualties
and increasing
the Coalition
Victory Points. However, because of the
attack, the Coalition necessarily lost a large
fraction of their force. In the Prussian March
Phase following the attrition
attack, the
Prussians
were able to muster
enough
strength to execute an overwhelming attack
on the weakened Coalition force. Such a
Prussian attack enabled the Prussians to
receive many Victory Points, as well as
removing a Coalition force from the map.
All in all, the Coalition, by virtue of their
greater numbers, can afford an attrition style
of warfare, but only-up to a point. That point
is the point at which the Coalition has
weakened itself to the extent that it is
vulnerable to counterattacks.
In the above
example, such a Prussian attack removed a
Coalition force/threat
and every 'Coalition
threat removed is one less' threat that the
Prussians have to parry.
Russian Strategy
The usual Russian strategy is the direc
approach to Colberg (hex #3330); however,
discussion of alternatives will be given later
on. The Russians should approach Colberg
with a double depot system as shown in
illustration.
The . numbers
assigned
Depots indicate the order in which
depots should be created. Leaders ''1"
"2" are used only for exemplary purposes
and should be considered stacked 0
depots. Only the units in italic are COIJ£eGEC
with
this
example.
,Let's
d_
significance
of such an elaborare
•
system.
The idea is to construct a' series
locking depots so that, should
destroy one depot, the
function. The following
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the double depot system is suggested. After
depot number one has been constructed,
the Russian force splits into approximately
equal groups under leader "1" and leader
"2." Depots number two and three are
constructed simultaneously
by each leader.
Leader "2" then constructs depot number
four, while leader "I" remains at depot two.
Leader "I" is in position to intercept and to
guard against
a Prussian
overwhelming
attack on the depot chain, while leaner "2"
continues his advance on Colberg. Should
the Prussians fall back to defend Colberg,
then leader "I" should advance to create
depot five and to support leader "2" if the
Prussians should attack him. From depots
four and five, the Russians can now besiege
Colberg. The same idea is used here as was
explained for the French, namely that one
Prussian force is faced with a double threat
from either Russian force. The time factor is
important and such a procedure consumes
much time; hence some prefer to have a
single depot chain, but to protect it with a
large garrison. Regardless of the procedure
used to construct
Russian depots, if the
Russians haven't captured Colberg by Turn
12 to 14, they had best retreat
home
to Konigsberg (hex #3741). If the Russians do
not retreat,
the losses due to attrition
according to the Winter Rules will whittle
away the forces from their leaders.
The next most feasable Russian strategy is to
rush past Colberg and join up with the
Swedes at Stralsund (hex #3321). Such a
strategy enables the Russian/Swedish
army
to operate against the very heart of Prussia,
namely Stettin (hex #2925), Kustrin (hex
#2427), Berlin (hex #2522), and possibly
Magdeburg (hex #2217). The advantage of
this option is that Frederick is hard pressed
to fend off these threats because they are so
distant from any substantial Prussian force.
A loss of a fort in this area could prove
decisive.
There
are disadvantages
to such
an
adventurous plan. The main disadvantage is
that this plan consumes much valuable time.
Unlike the French
and Austrians,
the
Russians do not have the luxury of time.
Much time is spent creating depots. Should
the Russians fail to join with the Swedes, the
Russians
must then protect
themselves
against winter attrition. Also, the Russian
depot line is often very tenuous. To increase
their speed of penetration
to join with the
Swedes, the Russians ought to create only a
single line depot system. This system is easily
prone to being severed by the Russian force.
For this plan be sure to use leader "1,"
because there may come a time to leave one's
supply to join with the Swedes quickly. Only
leader "1" may leave his supply source (see
rule 10.53).
The other Russian approach is to descend
upon Golgau (hex #2030) or Breslau (hex
#1733). Such a plan has the same drawbacks
as above, except in this case the Russians
must also contend with Frederick.
Since
there is no rough terrain, the Russians could
be easily beaten
and demoralized
by

Frederick. Again, a demoralized Coalition
force means one less threat against the
Prussians.
All in all, the Russians' best strategy is to
besiege Colberg, by means of a double depot
system. Should the Russians be successful at
capturing
Colberg, they could then press
onwards and join with the Swedes. Alternatively, the Russian leaders could gather the
Strength Points garrisoning the depots and
then head for a fort to enter winter quarters,
thus preserving their strength after having
scored a victory. The least desirable strategy
is for the Russians to move south towards
Silesia. This threat is easily parried
by
Frederick.

The Prussianl Allied

Strategy

The strategy for the Prussian/ Allied forces
also remains fairly constant throughout the
Scenarios. What may change is the urgency
and precision with which the strategy must
be carried out. Nevertheless, there is no need
to rush one's
maneuvering
or tactics.
Initially, like the Coalition, the Prussian/
Allies can round
up extra men from
surrounding forts, but should never leave a
fort ungarrisoned.
Afterwards,
the basic
strategy is to wait until a Coalition force has
extended itself. At that time, the Allies
should commit themselves by severing the
Coalition's supply line or by attacking, as
the Hanoverians can operate very effectively
against the French depot supplies.
Typical Hanoverian strategy would proceed
as follows: By keeping a good leader, like
leader "2," with about 15 Strength Points at
Munster
(hex #2206), he is effectively
checking any threat from French forces from
Wesel or that area. Furthermore,
if the
French
do not
protect
Wesel,
the
Hanoverians are ready to capture the fort.
For the most part, another French force from
the south will attempt to advance north
towards Magdeburg or Hanover (hex #2413).
The French have only one depot in clear
terrain at hex #1612. At this point, the
Hanoverian strike at the French depot. First,
the French are placed out of supply and,
hence, their advance is immediately halted.
Second, since the French are out of supply
and must retreat to the nearest Supply
Source, the Hanoverians
can wait for the
French, should the Hanoverians
desire to
attack them. If the French are caught in
clear terrain, the Hanoverians may demoralize the French force as well as inflicting
French
losses.
The
reason
why the
Hanoverians should not go directly at the
French to attack them is that the French may
evade an attack
and simply draw the
Hanoverians
further away from Munster.
The French force at Wesel may be able to
besiege Munster during this "wild goose
chase."
Basically, a large retreat is produced if the
Hanoverians strike at the base rather than at
the head of any French advance. By severing
the depot chain, the Hanoverians can either

be content with a French retreat and then
return to defend Munster or else they can lie
in wait to attack the retreating French forces.
The Prussians
As long as Frederick remains in Silesia, in
the vicinity of hexes #1731 to #1434, his
presence should check any Austrian advance.
If the Austrians
venture onto any clear
terrain, then Frederick should be able to
defeat and demoralize
them. Frederick's
defense task then becomes easier with every
demoralized Austrian force. This does not
mean that Frederick
should necessarily
hunt down Austrian forces. Remember that
in any attack other than a 400% superiority
attack, the attacker will suffer some losses
and the Prussians cannot afford that many
losses due to their small numbers and low
conservation level (i.e., 15 Strength Point loss
limit before each loss counts double, rule
17.0).
Should the Austrians threaten Dresden, this
is effectively thwarted by Frederick marching
to Prague, thereby cutting the Austrians'
supplies and threatening the siege of Prague.
Frederick has a great deal of mobility when
he needs it, but needless forced marching will
cause senseless losses due to attrition.
Should the Austrians threaten Neisse, then
Frederick should destroy the depot chain
which supports them. If that particular depot
is well guarded, then, alternatively, Frederick
can attack the Austrians which are besieging
Neisse. Since Neisse is in clear terrain,
Frederick
should
win provided
he has
sufficient strength. Notice that Glatz is in
rough terrain; hence, if Frederick attempts
to attack any Austrians besieging this fort, he
had better make sure that he has a large
force for favorable odds to counter the rough
terrain bonus to the defenders.
Against the Russians the best strategy is to
disrupt the Russian depots as outlined in the
tactical section on the overwhelming attack.
Even if not successful, good feints at the
Russian depots may cause them to leave
behind larger garrisons (and consequently
use a weaker force to threaten Colberg).
In conclusion,
the Prussian/ Allies have
superior mobility whenever they need it;
however, this superior mobility may incur
losses due to attrition while forced marching.
Often the Prussians are outnumbered
and,
hence, should operate as much as possible
against
the Coalition's
supplies.
The
Prussian/ Allies' superior mobility makes this
idea feasible. If the Prussian/ Allies must
attack,
then it is imperative
that they
concentrate as much as possible and with the
best available leader. The Prussian/ Allies
cannot afford warfare based on attrition. A
demoralized
Prussian/ Allied force usually
means that an entire front is wide open to
penetration,
whereas a demoralized Coalition force means that the front is secure and
that the Prussian/ Allied force can go on the
offensive and capture
a fort, or that
Prussian/ Allied forces can be dispatched for
another front. ••

